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Governing Body of Shoreditch Park Primary School 

Finance and Resources Committee 
Tuesday 13 June 2017 at 0800 

PART I PUBLIC MINUTES 

 
Governors Present:   

Farzan Bilimoria (Committee Chair, Co-opted Governor)  
Penny Smith (Headteacher) 
Jane Kemsley (LA Governor) 
Caroline Doherty (chair of Governors, Co-opted Governor) 
Karina Fabian (Parent Governor) (arrived at 0815) 

  
Also Present: Chris Davidson (Bursar) 
 
Clerk:   Samuel Franklin on behalf of Grace Walker, Clerk to the Governors   
 
The meeting opened at 0800hrs 
 

1. Welcome/ Apologies/ Consent for Absence 
 
1.1 Introductions and apologies 
 
1.1.1 Introductions were given. Apologies were received from Monika Kojak. 
 
1.1.2 It was confirmed that the meeting was quorate. 
 

2. Governing Body Organisation 
 
THE FOLLOWING PAPERS WERE CIRCULATED IN ADVANCE WITH THE AGENDA PAPERS 
(CIRCULATED: 6 JUNE 2017) 

• ANNUAL CYCLE OF GOVERNING BODY MEETINGS 
 
2.1 Declarations of Interest 

 
2.1.1 There were no declarations to add to those already recorded. 
 
2.2 Annual cycle of governing body meetings 

2.2.1 The annual cycle was noted. 
 
2.2.2 Changes to the Committee schedule to make them more regular in the next academic year were 

discussed and it was planned to raise this as part of the annual cycle for the next academic year to 
be discussed in the next full governors meeting. 

 
3. Minutes of the Last Meeting and Action Taken  
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The following documents were circulated in advance with the Agenda Papers:  
 

• Minutes of the meeting held on 24 April 2017 
 
3.1 To agree the minutes of the meeting held on 24 April 2017 

 
3.1.1 The minutes of the meeting held on 24 April 2017 were AGREED as an accurate record of proceedings, 

subject to two points. 
 

3.1.2 First, 4.1.1 was queried regarding the 55 offered places for reception. The bursar confirmed that full 
acceptance is expected. 
 

3.1.3 Second, a query raised by the clerk at 5.2 (blue text) was noted and it was agreed that this would be 
deleted in the final set of minutes. 

 
Action 1: Bursar to discuss with Carol Moore and obtain a final set of minutes for signature by the Chair. 

 
3.2 Matters arising from the minutes not included on the agenda 

None. 
 
3.3   Chair to report any urgent action taken since the last meeting 
 No urgent action was reported. 
 

4. HR 
 
The Following Documents were circulated with the agenda to Governors in advance of the meeting held 
on 13 June 2017: 

 

• Staffing Update 2017/18 

• Staffing Profile – Leadership Profiles 

• Staffing Profile – Revised Budget 2017/18 

• Finances and Resources Report 
 

4.1  Staffing Update 
  

4.1.1 Governors noted four resignations: Sam Williams, Sarah Jameel, Jenny Foster, Charlotte Clinton. 
 

4.1.2 It was noted Charlotte Six is going on maternity leave and it was indicated that she is unlikely to 
return. She had been doing three days / week PPA. Given the possibility that Charlotte may elect to 
return, it was noted that she would be factored into the present budget. 

 
4.1.3 On recruitment, it was given that 5 rounds of TES adverts had occurred. Great difficulty was 

expressed in finding recruits and so far only one candidate has been successful, out of 30 
applications originally considered. 
 

4.1.4 On the leadership update, it was provided that Tina Chawla is leaving to be EYFS lead. She had 
not been doing early years at SPPS. Three other leadership resignations were also shared. 
 

4.1.5 It was updated that Rachel Cleverton intends to return on a part-time basis, but given the possibility 
of a change, she is kept as a full-time in the budget. 
 

4.1.6 Model B was confirmed as the revised staffing model given school priorities and budgeting.  
 
4.2  Staffing profile – 2017-18 
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4.2.1 It was noted that there are a number of teachers without pensions. It was agreed that staff should 
be made aware of how they work and the bursar confirmed that all new joiners are informed of their 
pension options. There is also a national policy of pension auto-enrolment which occurs for 
everyone every three years (even where the teacher moves school outside of the borough). 
 

Action 2: Caroline Doherty to circulate information on pensions to teachers. 
 

4.2.2 The difference in total costs for the Senior Leadership Team and Assistant Headteacher were 
noted favourably, and it was agreed that it is a good model for the longer term. 
 

4.3 Staff Absence Monitoring 
 

4.3.1 It was suggested that information be added to clarify the average sick days for staff. One    member 
of support staff currently on long-term sick leave. She is on certificated leave and this is being 
monitored.  
 

Action 3: Bursar to add information to express clearly the average sick days per member of staff. 
 

4.3.2 The national average for staff sickness absence is 96% and anything above 4% should be 
analysed. Currently, the school is at 3.7% which is in line with the target. 
 

4.3.3 Staff are aware of the staff absence policy. There has been a change in procedure such that staff 
must now call the leadership rather than just the school office. There have since been fewer 
absences. 

 
 5. Finance 
 
The following papers were circulated in advance of the committee meeting: 

• Finances and Resources Report 

• Price Increase Letter to Parents 

• School Meals Cost Analysis 
  
5.1 Budget Monitoring Report – Period 2 (May 2017) 
 
5.1.1  The YTD spend of 25.28% was confirmed as OK. It was also noted also that cash flow had stayed 

positive particularly as this is the early part of the fiscal year when a large portion of the School’s 
delegated funding is paid to it. 

  
5.1.2  The KPIs were noted. A governor asked for details of the “capital income” entry and it was clarified by 

the bursar that this relates to income from HLT who provide funds for a survey of the building, and 
where urgent or unsafe, also cover capital costs. 

 
5.1.3  Scaffolding has been erected to fix the masonry on the exterior walls of the School, and work was  

confirmed as due to begin after the SATs but has not yet started. It was noted that work carried out on 

hot days would affect the temperature of the building, because the dust outside precludes windows from 

being opened. It was agreed that windows would be closed during hours when work is carried out in 

term for the safety of the staff and pupils. 

 

5.2 Virements 

 

5.2.1 These were mainly related to the revised staffing profiles. 

 

The governors approved all approvable virements, and those over the approvable threshold were 

referred to the full governing body for approval at its next meeting. 
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5.2.2 I01: The roll number from the previous meeting was amended, owing to incorrect information in SIMS. It 

was confirmed that funds delegated by the Local Authority were reduced accordingly. 

 

5.2.3 I13: the changes here related to the 50% rebate for the printer/copier leasing contract – some doubts 

were expressed about the timely payment of the rebates by the supplier in light of delays to payment to 

date for the 100% first year rebate and termination fees by that supplier. The bursar confirmed that the 

supplier had been met with the previous week and they had assured the School in writing that they 

would pay all amounts in arrears and that the 50% rebate would instead be replaced by an arrangement 

where the School would only pay 50% of the cost (so no rebate was necessary).  

 

5.2.4  It was confirmed there will be a meeting with staff on printing more efficiently, as part of teacher training. 

It was noted that there have been cases where materials have been queued and printed but not used. A 

system of deleting the print queue every few hours was mooted to reduce waste, and the bursar would 

look into options. 

 
5.2.5  It was confirmed that all general information letters are now sent electronically. There is a small fee for 

this service. 
 
Action 4: Bursar to set up text messages to alert parents of the Friday newsletter. It was noted that given 

there are unlimited texts and some parents have raised concerns with school communication, 
this would be a useful measure. 

 
5.2.6 The bursar shared that the caretaker is to be taken on a full-time basis. He should start in July and this 

will be added to the budget. It was confirmed there was no finders fee for the hire and that this would 
allow the school to reduce its reliance on external providers of what is essentially a sourcing service for 
contractors, which the School could more cost effectively manage itself. 

 
5.2.7 E25: The bursar cautioned the virements in E25. Given they are higher than what may be approved by 

the committee, they are to be approved by the FGB. 
 
5.3 Pupil Roll 
 
5.3.1 The total pupil roll is down by 2 to 369. There are 6 children on a list who could currently start (for all 

year groups). The bursar suggested that at least two would join. 
 
5.3.2 The sharp drop in FSM pupils from 174 to 128 was noted. It was noted this could increase funds from 

meals. 
 
5.3.3 It was speculated that changes to implement the new National Funding Formula may be further 

postponed. 
 
5.4 School Debt  
  
5.4.1  It was queried whether an automatic top-up system, linked to parents’ bank accounts, could be put in 

place for payments. It was suggested that this was unlikely, but the bursar would look into this on the 
Parent Pay platform to which the School currently subscribes. 

 
5.4.2 Debt reduction was noted, it was however cautioned than some of the reduction is due to a write-off 

owing to leavers (the write-off being what governors were being asked to approve in this meeting). 
 
5.4.3 It was noted that there are some pupils with outstanding payments who have siblings due to join or 

leavers who have siblings still in the School, which could give the School another avenue for repayment.  
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5.4.4 A governor asked whether text messages could also be used to remind parents of payment. It was 
noted that presently letters are sent to parents with outstanding payments, which are followed up with 
emails. Governors asked the bursar to consider ways to better automate the system of chasing down 
payments or changing the system to avoid parents falling into arrears in the first place. 

 
5.4.5 It was raised that there may always be a structural debt that should be accepted, owing to issues of 

hardship or the costs associated with chasing down payments. Another governor responded that this 
should not be the case, as they significantly contribute to losses. 

 
The governors approved the school debt write-off. 
Action 5: Bursar to look into ways to automate chasing down payments and ways of avoiding parents 

falling into arrears in the first place. 
 
5.5 Cash Flow 
 
5.6 School Meal Price Increase – IE Analysis 
 
5.6.1 A loss of £109,278.60 was noted for the provision of school meals under the present system (even 

allowing for the rise in prices to £2.10 from September). 
 
5.6.2 Model 2 was presented by the bursar, under which 37 members of staff would pay for their meals (at 

£2.80). If implemented, the change would result in the School having a lower loss on school meals and 
thereby double the present budget surplus. 

 
5.6.3 Governors discussed the current charging regime in light of the recent budget reductions elsewhere to 

staff welfare provisions and AGREED that staff who sit with the children in the dining hall should not pay 
as they provide a valuable service in supervising the children. As for the 5 or 6 members who are not 
able to sit with children due to timetable constraints, it was agreed that it would be unfair to charge only 
them and in any case the impact on the surplus would be smaller given the numbers of staff involved, 
apart from the issues of actually monitoring which staff were affected on a daily basis. 

 
5.6.4 Waste in school meals was discussed. For example, where pupils allocated FSMs do not eat. It was 

suggested that it would be difficult to cut waste here given the number of variables which have to be 
taken into account in the school kitchen each day. 

 
5.7 Update on progress against Financial Improvement (verbal) 
 
5.7.1 The bursar orally presented updates on the School’s progress against previously discussed objectives 

for process improvements in the finance function.  The bursar shared with governors that finance 
meetings have been held with all budget holders, which will be repeated in the new academic year.  

 
5.7.2 It was confirmed that weekly meetings between the bursar and Headteacher are taking place regarding 

the budget. 
 
5.7.3 Benchmarking of various third party supplies will be undertaken by the bursar. A handout was 

distributed (SLA Review Cycle), where HR and statutory maintenance contracts were identified as 
priorities for review. It was discussed that the bursar would prioritise high value and longer term 
contracts initially and that there were a number of contracts for renewal coming up in the autumn term 
so that benchmarking should start immediately/over the summer holidays. 

 
Action 6: Caroline Doherty to look at the national guidelines on gas and electricity costs. 
 
 6. Extended Day Provision 
 
The following papers were circulated in advance of the committee meeting: 

• After School Club (ASC) Business Plan 

• ASC IE Cost Analysis 
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• Breakfast Club (BC) IE Cost Analysis 

• BC Business Plan 
 
6.1 Business plan for ASC 
 
6.1.1 The ASC business plan was noted. 
 
Action 7: Bursar to edit first page heading ‘Location of Breakfast Club’ to ‘Location of After-School Club’. 
 
6.1.2 It was shown that a fee rise under Model 2 from £6 to £7.50 for non-FSM pupils and £4 to £5.50 for 

FSM pupils would reduce the current significant losses. 
 
6.1.3 It was acknowledged that other Hackney schools charge £8 at the higher end. 
 
6.1.4 A governor asked about the current allocation policy. There are 30 spaces and a long waiting list. It was 

suggested that working parents should be prioritised and that this should form part of the admission 
policy. Governors were pleased that there was such enthusiastic take up of this provision and 
suggested that this gave the School a strong position from which to raise rates. 

 
Action 8: Bursar to pass on feedback to Headteacher. 
 
The increase in fees was agreed by the governors. 
 
6.2 Business Plan for Breakfast Club 
 
6.2.1 It was asked whether it would be worth moving to a model where the provider pays a fee to use the 

school premises and the provider charges a fee for their services. This would avoid the school 
unnecessarily absorbing losses via third-parties. 

 
6.2.2 Similar issues of allocation and fees were recognised as above with the ASC plan. 
 
The governors agreed the suggested fee rise under Model 2. 
 
Action 9: Bursar to look into moving all third party provision for external activities (e.g. cake making) to a 

new system, whereby the provider leases the space for the activity from the School and is 
responsible for collecting fees, etc. directly from the parents, so that the school does not carry a 
loss on these activities. 

 
 7. Premises 
 
The following papers were circulated in advance of the committee meeting: 

• Parking Proposal Shoreditch Park Primary School 
 
7.1  Update on School Masonry Inspection   

 Governors noted the update.  
 
7.2 ParkBee Parking Proposal  

    
7.2.1 Governors noted the information provided on this potential revenue stream for the school. Governors 

enquired about any potential security/safeguarding issues and were told by the bursar that these would 
not arise as the car park would only be made available for this scheme during holiday periods and 
possibly weekends when no pupils would be on the premises. As the caretaker would be on site 
anyway, the caretaker would be able to monitor any issues arising from participation in the scheme 

 
7.2.2 The bursar confirmed that the school would not require security to operate the scheme, nor are there 

any fees required to be paid. 
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7.2.3 ParkBee take 50% of the income for marketing, driving traffic etc. and governors were comfortable with 

this given that the School would not need to make any investment itself to participate in the scheme 
 
7.2.4 It was suggested that the scheme be piloted over the summer holidays. A pilot can take 6 months for 

proper usage to develop. Disruption from construction in the area would have to be taken into account. 
 
Action 10: Bursar to send a copy of the ParkBee contract to the Chair for review. 
 
7.3 Caretaker House 
 
7.3.1 It was noted that there are currently no plans to demolish the house. 
 
0952: Caroline Doherty left the meeting. 
 
7.3.2 Concern was expressed over the image of the scaffolding over the house; the bursar mentioned that 

this had not caused any serious concerns from parents visiting the School. 
 
 8. Policy Review 
 
The following papers were circulated in advance of the committee meeting: 

• Policy Schedule 16/17 

• Financial Procedures Manual 17/18 

• Charging Policy 

• SPPS Debt Recovery Policy 
 
8.1 Financial Procedures Manual 2017-18 
 
8.1.1 It was agreed that much of the manual could be approved by the Headteacher, so that not all items 

need to be brought before the FGB. 
 
8.1.2 It was suggested that in future, a cover sheet summarising the changes would be useful. 
 
The governors approved the changes. 
 
8.2 Debt Recovery Policy 
 
8.2.1 A few changes to the policy were noted. The change to ‘4. Debt Recovery Procedures’ was noted. 
 
8.2.2 Regarding payments, it was agreed it would be worth using texts to alert parents of the need for 

advance payments. 
 
8.2.3 It was suggested to look at other school’s practices in payments. The automating of the process was 

emphasised. 
 
The governors approved the changes. 
 
8.3 Charging Policy 
 
8.3.1 The policy had been reviewed but not changed. 
 
The governors approved the policy. 
 
 9. Date of future meetings of the committee 2017-2018 
 
9.1 Date of next meeting 
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  To be discussed in September. 
 
There being no further business the meeting ended at 10.07am 
 
 
Signed________________________________   Date _________ 
 
Farzan Bilimoria 
Chair of the Finance and Resources Committee 
 
Minutes taken by, 

Samuel Franklin, for Core Team, Governor Services 
Hackney Technology and Learning Centre, 1 Reading Lane, London, E8 1GQ 
Core team Tel: 020 8820 7369; Coreteam@learningtrust.co.uk 


